1st International Ohio State – Ca’ Foscari
Joint Workshop on South Slavic and Balkan languages

2 March 2022
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

Session 1: Jennings Hall, Room 050

12:50-1:00 Introductory remarks

1:00-1:30 Iliyana Krapova (Ca’ Foscari University of Venice): “Nominalized clauses in Bulgarian and Modern Greek”

1:30-2:00 Motoki Nomachi (Hokkaido University): “Samuil B. Bernštejn and a question of literary Macedonian”

BREAK

2:30-3:00 Tomislav Sočanac (Ca’ Foscari & OSU): “Subjunctive-infinitive competition in Balkan Slavic languages”

3:00-3:30 Clayton Marr (OSU): “Preliminary investigations into contact between Old Albanian and Old French under the aegis of the Angevin Regnum Albaniæ”

BREAK

Session 2: Jennings Hall, Room 164

4:00-4:30 Daniel Collins (OSU): “Different paths to delocutivity in South Slavic”

4:30-5:00 Josh Pennington (Semiring Inc.): “Reconstructing the Common Slavic Mirative: Evidence from South Slavic”

5:00-5:30 Brian Joseph (OSU): “Vowel Harmony and Non-Vowel Harmony in Situations of Language Contact: Evidence and non-evidence from the Balkans”